We propose a nested model for negotiations in the Navy detailing process considering the uncertain and dynamic outside options. The model is composed of three modules, single-threaded negotiations, synchronized multi-threaded negotiations, and dynamic multi-threaded negotiations. These three models embody increased sophistication and complexity. The single-threaded negotiation model provides the negotiation strategies without specifically considering outside options. The model of synchronized multithreaded negotiations builds on the single-threaded negotiation model and considers the presence of concurrently available outside options. The model of dynamic multithreaded negotiations expands the synchronized multi-threaded model by considering the uncertain outside options that may come dynamically in the future. The modules are described individually, and extensions are discussed for their application in more general situations.
Introduction
In this report we develop a model of negotiations in the Navy detailing process. The selection of the model is based on the following principles:
• High fidelity: The model should reflect the important features and concerns of negotiations in the Navy detailing system. The essential issues include: the outside options, uncertainty and incomplete information, etc. Some simplifications and assumptions, however, are necessary to make the quantitative description and analysis possible without sacrificing the fidelity of the model.
• Modular: We want the model to be modular so that one module encapsulates certain relatively independent functions. Changes in the internal process of a module should not require rebuilding the whole model.
• Extensible: We want to identify the key interfaces for the model to integrate other functions that are not currently included, and to accomodate alternative considerations.
Bilateral negotiations is an important mechanism to implement flexible and distributed matching in the Navy detailing system [5, 10] . To build a quantitative model to characterize the negotiation problem is necessary for providing rational decision support and building automated negotiation systems. A negotiation strategy is a mapping from input information about the environment to a sequence of decisions. By environment we mean all factors that impact the negotiation outcome, for example, valuation of the matching opportunity (i.e. suitability of a posted job to a sailor's experience and preferences), the possible valuation held by the "opponent"
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, and the deadline for reaching an agreement. In the literature review [10] we have provided an extensive survey on research work in negotiations in both fields of economics and artificial intelligence. The previous work on negotiation decisions has been focused on the design of negotiation strategies assuming all inputs are given and static. But in a realistic situation such as the Navy detailing process it is not straightforward to acquire the input information because of a complex, uncertain and dynamic environment. How to set the input depends on how the decision maker understands the environment and interprets the impact of the environment on the negotiation.
In the Navy detailing process a negotiator can face more than one potential matching alternative. For example, a command may find more than one sailor that is qualified for the job, and a sailor can be informed of more than one job vacancies that interest him. These alternatives are called outside options, and they contribute to the environment of one negotiation. Accepting a proposal in one negotiation means refusing all outside options. On the other hand one may leave a negotiation (called "opt-out" of a negotiation) without reaching an agreement based on the expectation of reaching a more favorable agreement in outside options. Modelling the outside options and understanding the interaction between outside options and a negotiation process is an essential aspect to designing an effective negotiation strategy in the Navy detailing process.
In the Navy detailing process, outside options can exist concurrently with a negotiation, or come sequentially in the future. A concurrently available outside option is a negotiation thread that the negotiator is involved in simultaneously with another thread. This happens because a command may find multiple potential sailors that are available for negotiations for the same job at the same time. A sailor may also be invited to more than one negotiation -one for each potential job -simultaneously. A sequentially available outside option is a matching opportunity that comes in the future. A command is not informed at one time of all potential sailors that will become available during the whole search period, neither is a sailor aware of all interesting job vacancies during their application period. The information on sailors and jobs that are available is published periodically and sequentially. To obtain information may also induce searching cost, which prevents awareness of all information at one time.
Outside options are uncertain in terms of both availability and quality. The availability of outside options is uncertain because a negotiator is not sure when an outside option is available and how many are available. The quality of outside options is uncertain because a negotiator cannot predict the outcome of a negotiation thread, or the preferences of the other party in a negotiation thread. How to model the availability and uncertainty of outside options is an important consideration for modelling.
Outside options impact the input to a negotiation decision model as a part of the environment. Existence of outside options changes the utility that an agent expects from the current negotiation, and hence the agreement that is acceptable for the agent in the current negotiation [18] . From the above modelling considerations it is clear that the Navy detailing process is complex and cannot be handled by existing negotiation models.
Based on the above modelling principles, we propose a model that consists of three nested modules: single-threaded negotiations, synchronized multi-threaded negotiations and dynamic multi-threaded negotiations. The model of single-threaded negotiations can be viewed as the core negotiation decision function that contains all information on a given environment. The model of synchronized multi-threaded negotiations builds on the single-threaded negotiation model and considers the presence of concurrently available outside options. The model of dynamic multi-threaded negotiations expands the synchronized multi-threaded negotiation model by considering the uncertain outside options that could arrive dynamically in the future. This integrated model provides a cohesive framework to build effective negotiation strategies with outside options by considering different decision factors separately and additively.
The rest of the report is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an integrative view of the modelling framework, and the specific model of each module. In Section 3 we discuss how to extend the model to some more general situations. Section 4 concludes.
The model
To model the system we have to first intuitively understand how outside options impact the negotiation strategies. We claim that outside options affect the negotiation strategies via their impact on the reservation price. The reservation price is the worst agreement that a negotiator can accept. For example, in a buyer-seller negotiation model the reservation price of the buyer is the highest price she is willing to pay for the negotiated good. For the seller, the reservation price is the lowest price at which he is willing to sell the good. The price at which the seller is willing to sell depends on the production cost of the seller. The price at which the buyer is willing to buy depends on the valuation of the buyer to the good. Additionally they both depend on the availability of other buyers or sellers. Call the utility of the worst acceptable agreement in a negotiation the reservation utility of the negotiation. The reservation utility is different from the reservation price if the value/cost of the negotiated good is not zero. The reservation price can be defined as the value minus the reservation utility for the buyer. It is the cost plus the reservation utility for the seller.
The reservation utility in a negotiation is equal to the utility that the negotiator can get without an agreement with the opponent, and it depends on the availability of outside options. If there are no outside options now or in the future, then the current negotiation is the only matching opportunity that the negotiator can have. If the negotiator breaks up with the opponent, she gets zero utility. Therefore the reservation utility in the negotiation is zero. Based on the reservation utility the negotiator decides the reservation price in the negotiation. For a command that negotiates the incentive pay with a sailor, the utility of the command from a matching agreement with the sailor can be defined as the value of the sailor to the command minus the incentive pay that is offered in the agreement. Hence in the situation without outside options, the reservation price held by a command is equal to the sailor's value. Likewise for the sailor the reservation price, or the minimum acceptable incentive pay, is equal to how much he values the loss (for example, suffering of the personal life) by taking the job.
If there are outside options, then the reservation utility in a negotiation is equal to the expected utility from outside options that are available now or later. The utility from outside options is measured on expectation because of the uncertainty of the availability and quality of outside options. We should remark that the claim is based on the assumption that a thread is non-resumable [10] . In a resumable thread a negotiator can leave the negotiation table temporarily for discovering more information in other negotiation threads, and come back to resume the negotiation if necessary. For a resumable thread the outside option also includes the option to come back to the negotiation table, which influences the negotiation strategy. But the value of this option also depends on the negotiation strategy before the negotiator opts out, and the decision of when to leave and return to the table. This recursive influence between this option and the negotiation strategy makes the decision untractable to analyze. In this work we assume that the negotiation threads are non-resumable [10] . This assumption is not restrictive because prior research on bargaining [4, 13] shows that having the option to suspend and resume a negotiation does not improve the utility of a negotiator in typical bargaining situations. Also, availability of outside options to either party reduces the likelihood that the waiting party will remain committed to a suspended thread.
Design of an effective negotiation strategy can be divided into two parts: the first is the design of a negotiation strategy given the reservation price and other inputs, the second is to calculate the reservation price based on the model of outside options. We call the model in the first part single-threaded negotiations.
The model of outside options can be built with two levels of complexity based on the two forms of availability of outside options. On the first level we can assume there are no outside options coming in the future. The outside options are those negotiation threads that concurrently exist with the thread under consideration. In other words, all negotiation threads are assumed to start at the same time. Therefore there is no uncertainty about outside options in terms of both the thread number and opponents. We call this model on negotiations with only concurrently available outside options synchronized multi-threaded negotiations. On the second level we also consider the outside options that may come dynamically in the future. Hence the number of threads that the negotiator would be involved in is a random variable and changes with time. The opponents in the future threads are also uncertain. We call this model with both concurrently and sequentially available outside options dynamic multi-threaded negotiations. It builds on the synchronized multi-threaded model but introduces uncertainty on the number of threads. In both models of synchronized and dynamic multi-threaded negotiations the negotiation strategy in one thread can be derived from the single-threaded negotiation model, but the reservation price is calculated with the corresponding model of outside options. Figure 1 shows the relationship between these three negotiation models. Table 1 summarizes the essential additional inputs of each module from the module on the last complexity level. 
Single-threaded negotiations
The single-threaded negotiation model determines the negotiation strategy of a negotiator given necessary inputs. The nature of the necessary inputs depends on the information structure and the negotiation protocol. The negotiations in the Navy detailing process are two-sided incomplete information situations, because a command does not know a sailor's personal preferences for incentive features, and the limit to which a command can offer incentive features may depend on the specific situation and budget of individual commands. We describe the negotiations based on an alternatingoffers negotiation protocol, because (1) it is a sequential negotiation protocol, which allows negotiators to dynamically adjust the offers and does not require reasoning and computation as complicated as in a one-shot negotiation; and (2) it provides more flexibility for the negotiating parties to efficiently convey information than an ultimatum negotiation protocol, in which one party proposes and the other party can only respond by accepting or rejecting the offers [1, 15] . The negotiation strategy based on an alternating-offers protocol specifies the decisions for both proposal generation and response to an offer 2 .
In an alternating-offer negotiation with two-sided incomplete information, the necessary inputs are the prior belief on the opponent's type, the negotiator's reservation price and the time deadline of the negotiation. The type of the opponent is a game theoretic notion that includes the private information of the opponent that affects her negotiation strategy and thus the outcome of the negotiation. For example, the type can be how the negotiator evaluates the possible agreements, the attitude towards risk, time preferences, etc. In the real world there can be many different pieces of information about a negotiator that are hidden from the opponent. It is not possible to include all possible private information in the model because that would make the model intractable. We need to choose the private information that is the most important factor in the negotiation decision. We model a negotiator's type by the reservation price. Compared to other private information such as risk attitude, reservation price varies much more with different opponents. The negotiation outcome is very sensitive to the change of the opponent's reservation price, which determines what she will likely offer or accept.
The risk attitude can be indirectly reflected in the reservation price. An agent in the role of a seller usually has a lower reservation price if she is risk-averse, or a higher one if she is a risk-lover, than a risk-neutral agent. A negotiator is risk-neutral if she is indifferent between a deterministic situation and a random situation which brings the same utility on expectation as the utility from the deterministic situation. If a risk neutral negotiator has to decide either to accept an offer or reject it, the decision only depends on the comparison of the expected utility from continuing the negotiation to the deterministic utility of the current offer. She will take the current offer if and only if the former utility is less than the latter. The uncertainty of the actual utility, or risk, in the stochastic situation does not impact the decision. A risk neutral agent is indifferent to either a stochastic situation or to a deterministic situation, if they bring the same utility either on expectation or with certainty. A risk-averse agent prefers more the deterministic situation considering the probability that the actual utility may be lower than the deterministic utility, while a risk-lover prefers the stochastic situation considering the probability of higher actual utilities. In this model we assume negotiators are risk-neutral. We will discuss how to extend the model to the situation where a negotiator may be risk-averse or a risk-lover. A command or a sailor has no special preferences with respect to time, because their goal is to reach a desirable agreement before the end of the search or application period. There is no difference on utility between getting an agreement today or tomorrow, as long as it is earlier than the deadline.
Let i ∈ {a, b} represent negotiators in a single thread. Negotiator a is the one who prefers a higher value on the negotiated issue and negotiator b is the one who prefers a lower value. The negotiated issue can be the incentive pay, the arriving time, or the vacation that concerns a command and a sailor 3 . Let's assume the negotiated issue is the incentive pay. Negotiator a is the sailor and negotiator b is the command, since a sailor typically prefers higher incentive pay whereas a command prefers lower. The reservation price of negotiator i is denoted by R i , i ∈ {a, b}. For the sailor, or negotiator a, R a is equal to the minimum incentive pay that he can accept. For the command, or negotiator b, R b is the maximum incentive pay that he is willing to offer to the sailor.
Each negotiator knows her own type, but not the type of the opponent. However, a negotiator can have some estimation of the opponent's type, based on statistical aggregation of the historical data or survey work. The historical data records the agreements that were reached on the same or similar positions in the past. A negotiator can also, maybe by the help of a third party, do a survey to ask the reservation prices of a representative population. The estimation of the uncertain types is characterized by a probability distribution of the types. Negotiator a believes that the probability of R b being less than x is F a (x). This is called the prior belief of negotiator a on the type of negotiator b. Likewise the prior belief of negotiator b is F b (x). Some previous work, such as Zeng and Sycara [22] , Faratin et al. [2] , and Huang and Sycara [7] , provides valuable references on designing effective single-threaded negotiation strategies.
Synchronized multi-threaded negotiations
In a synchronized multi-threaded negotiation process a negotiator participates in multiple bilateral negotiation threads with different, simultaneous negotiation opponents. The negotiator can reach an agreement in at most one of these threads, and is aware of all the threads at the beginning of the process. From one thread's perspective the other threads are outside options. The reservation utility that the negotiator should set in one thread is equal to the expected utility from all other threads. The other threads form a synchronized multi-threaded negotiation with one less thread than the original process. of the job if the negotiator is a sailor. Note that the reservation price can be positive or negative. A positive price means the negotiator pays, while a negative price means the negotiator is paid. It is possible that if a sailor prefers a job very much, he may even be willing to give up some standard benefit, in other words, to pay the command, if it is allowed. Given R d the negotiator can negotiate in thread d following a strategy derived from the single-threaded negotiation model. The problem is how to compute the reservation utility OU d . As has been noted OU d is the expected utility from a synchronized multithreaded negotiation process D \ d.
We can approximate the expected utility from a multi-threaded negotiation by viewing it as a pseudo auction mechanism. We call it a pseudo auction mechanism because the negotiator can induce competition between opponents in different threads as in an auction, but the resulting price is different. The negotiator can reveal to an opponent the existence of other threads and the current best proposal in other threads, and hence stimulate competition among opponents in different threads. When the current best proposal across the threads reaches the reservation price of an opponent, the opponent has to quit because she cannot outbid that best proposal. Stimulating competition lowers the utility expectation of opponents, and thus increases the bargaining power of the negotiator in each thread [20] . The negotiation terminates either with a single-threaded negotiation or with a proposal of the negotiator being accepted by an opponent. Generally the opponent who is the last one left or is the first one to accept a proposal from the negotiator is the most competitive one among all opponents. Therefore a multi-threaded negotiation provides a process to discover the winner, which is similar to an auction. The difference between a multi-threaded negotiation process and an auction includes: (1) the communications in a multi-threaded negotiation are not synchronized across the threads as they are in an auction; and (2) in a multi-threaded negotiation the deal between the negotiator and the winning opponent may need to be determined by continued bargaining after all other threads are terminated, but in an auction the deal is concluded at the same time when the winner is discovered.
Estimation of the expected utility from a multi-threaded negotiation can be divided into two parts: the first part is to estimate the type of the winner, and the second part is to approximate the expected utility from a single-threaded negotiation with the winner. In the following we describe the approaches for these two parts separately.
Let the reservation price of the opponent in thread d be r d . The maximum utility u d of an opponent d is the utility that the negotiator can get from an agreement with the opponent at the opponent's reservation price, i.e., u d = v d − r d , where v d is the opponent's value. Then the probability of the maximum utility being less than
, where F (·) is the prior belief of the negotiator on opponents' reservation prices. Maximum utility is the indicator of the competitiveness of opponents. The winning opponent has the highest maximum utility among the opponents. Let G 1 (y) be the probability distribution of the winning opponent's maximum utility. Then G
Similarly we can construct the probability distribution of the second highest maximum utility among the opponents:
. Assume the opponent in thread d is the winner. Then the probability distribution of the winner's reservation price is F
, and it is the prior belief that the negotiator holds on the winning opponent's type in the single-threaded negotiation with the winner. Note that the prior belief on the winning opponent F 1 (·) is different from the one on a normal opponent F (·).
The next question is how to estimate the expected utility U from a single-threaded negotiation given the reservation price and the prior belief. The reservation price of the negotiator in the final single-threaded negotiation is v d if the winning opponent is the one in thread d. The prior belief on the opponent's reservation price is F 1 (·). Theoretically the expected utility should be calculated based on a game-theoretic strategy equilibrium of the negotiation [16, 15] . But for a alternating-offers negotiation with two-sided incomplete information the equilibrium is not tractable to compute. We suggest the following heuristic approaches to make the estimation.
• Conservative estimation: One conservative way is to estimate that the negotiator achieves the utility which is equal to the maximum utility of the second most competitive opponent. The winning opponent is discovered at the moment when the second most competitive opponent is rejected. At that moment the second most competitive opponent proposes an offer at her reservation price, which gives up all her utility to the negotiator, but still cannot outbid the most competitive opponent. If the recession of the winning opponent in the continued singlethreaded bargaining is ignored, the negotiation ends up with an agreement with the winning opponent slightly better than the last proposal given by the second most competitive opponent. In that situation the utility of the negotiator is equal to the expected second highest maximum utility among the opponents. This is a conservative estimation because the negotiator can get higher utility by continuing bargaining with the winning opponent. The expected second highest maximum utility can be calculated based on the probability distribution G 2 (·).
• Medium estimation: Assume the bargaining ends at the middle point between both parties' reservation prices if the command's reservation price is higher than the sailor's
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. In this estimation we do not consider the probability that the negotiation may fail even if an agreement is actually desirable for both parties. This is because with incomplete information negotiators are not willing to reveal their reservation prices but expect the concessions of the other. This inefficiency is considered in the approach of uniform approximation.
• Uniform approximation: Previous research has established an optimal bargaining result between a buyer and a seller based on game theoretic analysis when both parties' reservation prices follow uniform distributions [14, 3] . Based on this result, an agreement occurs if and only if the buyer's valuation exceeds the seller's cost by at least 1/4, if both parties' reservation prices distribute uniformly on [0, 1]. We can approximate the probability distributions of negotiators' types by uniform distributions and apply this result to calculate the probability of reaching an agreement. When an agreement is reached, it is reasonable to assume that it is at the middle point between both parties' reservation prices.
• Learning: Learn the probability of reaching an agreement and the distribution of agreements based on the previous negotiations [21] .
Dynamic multi-threaded negotiations
In the Navy detailing process the application period for a position, or search period for filling a job, lasts for some months. During that period potential partners are discovered sequentially and new negotiations are launched dynamically. For an ongoing negotiation thread the outside options not only include the other simultaneous negotiation threads, but also the threads that may be launched in the future. Considering the outside options in the future, a negotiator must decide how much to offer in the current negotiation, and when to stop searching for future opportunities and accept an offer from the current negotiation. If a negotiator knows the number of outside options that will come, and the value of the opponent in each outside option, then the negotiator can apply the synchronized multi-threaded negotiation model to calculate the appropriate reservation price in each thread. But in the Navy detailing process, neither a command nor a sailor is sure about the arrival of, and the opponents' values in, future outside options. The reservation utility of a thread is the expected utility of a multi-threaded negotiation -including other simultaneous threads and threads launched in the future -with a stochastic thread number and uncertain opponents.
Following the usual way of modelling uncertain arrival, we assume the arrival of outside options follows a Poisson process [11, 12, 17] . There are T periods over the entire horizon of a detailing window. Let a period be denoted by t, t = 0, . . . , T − 1. In each period there is probability p that the negotiator finds a matching alternative and launches a negotiation thread. The granule of each period is small enough so that the probability that there are more than one arrival in one period is zero. The value v of an opponent follows the probability distribution H(y) = P r(v ≤ y), where H(y) is the probability that an opponent's value is no greater than y. The reservation price r of an opponent follows the prior belief F (x) = P r(r ≤ x). A command can evaluate a sailor by checking the sailor's background. A sailor also knows how much he prefers a job by acquiring the job information about location, responsibility, etc. But how much a command values a sailor or a sailor values a command is unknown to the sailor or the command respectively. Therefore a negotiator knows the value of an opponent when the opponent is identified, but not the reservation price of the opponent.
The state s t of the system is defined as the number of threads n t and the value of each
}. The evolution of the system follows the rule 
If the probability of arrival at each period is p, then the number of arrivals η(m, p) during an interval with length τ follows a Poisson distribution,
. Equivalently we can write the transition of the expected utility as
where η following a Poisson distribution P p,T −t (·), and v d independently follows the identical distribution H(·), d = n t + 1, . . . , n t + η.
To set the reservation price of a thread, the negotiator only needs to calculate the expected utility of the multi-threaded negotiation which does not include that thread, based on the period and real-time state. Because the state of a dynamic multi-threaded negotiation changes from period to period, the reservation price of a thread may also changes with time.
The expected utility of a dynamic multi-threaded negotiation process at each period with each state can be calculated backward from the last period following Equation 1 The computation is intractable with large M . To simplify the computation we can approximate the result by having the opponent value instances replaced by the expected valuev, i.e.,
The compromise due to this simplification is not significant if the expected utility of a synchronized thread is or can be approximated by a linear function of the opponents' values.
Discussions
Our focus in this work is to consider negotiation strategies when negotiators face uncertain and dynamic outside options. To simplify the presentation and make the analysis tractable, we have restricted the models to single-attribute negotiations in which negotiators are risk-neutral. In the Navy detailing process a sailor and a command may negotiate more than one incentive features, i.e., the negotiations may be multi-attribute negotiations. A negotiator may be risk-averse or a risk-lover. In the following sections we discuss how to extend the model in this work to the more general situations where a negotiation involves multiple attributes, or negotiators have different risk attitudes.
Multi-attribute negotiations
The modelling framework presented in this report can be extended to the situation of negotiating for multiple attributes, although we have based the work on single attribution negotiations. According to the form of the utility function, a multi-attribute negotiation can be "competitive" or "integrative" [8, 19, 9] . The negotiation is competitive if negotiators use an additive scoring function of the attribute values to evaluate the agreements. In this situation the utility brought by one attribute does not depend on the other attribute values. Therefore, a single-threaded multi-attribute negotiation can be equivalently transformed into multiple independent single-attribute negotiations, one for each attribute. The type of a negotiator is a vector, with one element for the reservation value on each attribute, instead of a scalar. The single-threaded negotiation model can be applied directly for negotiating a single attribute. The multithreaded negotiations with multiple attributes are a little bit more complicated than in the situation with a single attribute, because a negotiator must trade off the offers proposed by different opponents. The offer of an opponent may not dominate the offers of other opponents on all attributes, but is better than the other offers on some attributes. The negotiator should evaluate an offer by a scoring rule to decide whether to accept or reject an offer as a whole. An alternative to get around this difficulty is to ask negotiators to reveal their scoring rule, but leave the reservation score, the maximum/minimum score of the agreement that is acceptable, as private information. Then negotiators can directly negotiate on the score, and that transforms a multi-attribute negotiation into one single-attribute negotiation.
The same approach to negotiating a single dimensional variable can be applied to integrative multi-attribute negotiations. In an integrative multi-attribute negotiation, the scoring rule is not an additive function of the attribute values. Because of the nonlinearity of the scoring function the utility associated with one attribute also depends on the values of the other attributes. This drastically increases the complexity of negotiation decisions even in a single-threaded negotiation because a negotiator has to consider how to trade-off different attributes in a proposal, and the decision changes with the negotiation status, or the latest offer and counter offer. A win-win situation, in which both negotiators get higher utility, is possible in an integrative negotiation. An outcome is Pareto-optimal if there does not exist an agreement that brings better utilities to both parties. The contract curve is the set of all agreements that are Pareto optimal. The set of all agreements that have the same utility is called a level curve [6] . Figure 2 shows an example of the contract curve and level curves in a integrative negotiation between negotiators a and b over attributes a 1 and a 2 .
In this example, negotiator a prefers lower values while negotiator b prefers higher values on both attributes. The intersection between the contract curve and a level curve brings the most utility to the other party among all the agreements that are indifferent to a negotiator. If an agreement is reached on the contract curve, then we can say that no efficiency is wasted. In theory, since the contract curve is the set of all Pareto-optimal agreements, the negotiators have no interest conflict in reaching an agreement on any point of the contract curve, yet they care about which agreement on the contract curve will be reached as a result of the negotiation.
An integrative multi-attribute negotiation can be transformed to a Pareto-optimal single-attribute negotiation if the proposals are restricted on the contract curve. The contract curve can be obtained by asking agents to reveal their information on how to trade-off the attributes. But again, the minimum/maximum score of an agreement that is acceptable, can be left as private information.
Risk attitude
How much a negotiator sets the reservation utility in a negotiation thread, or how much she values the outside options, depends on the risk attitude of the negotiator. For a risk-neutral negotiator the reservation utility is equal to the expected utility of the outside options. But for a risk-averse negotiator the reservation utility should be less than the expected utility from outside options. This is because the actual utility from outside options is uncertain, and so the outside opportunities are devaluated by a riskaverse agent. Therefore a risk-averse agent can accept less utility from the negotiation thread under consideration than a risk-neutral agent. It is the opposite for a risk-lover.
The risk attitude of an agent can be defined by the utility transfer function u(·) that transfers the utility from a random event to an equivalent deterministic utility. Assume with probability G(x) that the random event gives utility x. Then the agent is indifferent between the random event and a deterministic situation in which the utility is U , if and only if U = u( xdG(x)). The agent is risk averse if u is a concave function, i.e., u(x)dG(x) < u( xdG(x)), risk neutral if u is linear, i.e., u(x)dG(x) = u( xdG(x)), or a risk lover if u is a convex function, i.e., u(x)dG(x) > u( xdG(x)). We can model a wide range of risk attitude by correctly designing the utility transfer function. If a negotiator is not risk neutral, the reservation utility can be set accordingly by applying the utility transfer function to the utility distribution in the outside options, instead of using the expected value of the utility from outside options.
Conclusions and future work
We propose a nested model for negotiations in the Navy detailing process considering the uncertain and dynamic outside options. The model is composed of three modules: single-threaded negotiations, synchronized multi-threaded negotiations, and dynamic multi-threaded negotiations. Each of these three models is of increasing complexity. The single-threaded negotiation model provides the negotiation strategies without specifically considering outside options. The model of synchronized multi-threaded negotiations builds on the single-threaded negotiation model and considers the presence of concurrently available outside options. The model of dynamic multi-threaded negotiations expands the last model by considering the uncertain outside options that may come dynamically in the future. We believe that this model provides a flexible framework to incorporate different situations, and yet reflects the essential concerns in negotiations in the Navy detailing process. The models for each modular component are described, and extensions are discussed for the application in more general situations. The modelling framework and the constituent models that have been developed lay out the foundation for our work in the next stage to analyze each modular model and to provide an integrative solution for the negotiation decision problem in the Navy detailing problem.
